
Smart Transportation 

About Green Transportation 



Introduction 

As we get more advanced in technologies we have to find and make a greener way 
to keep our planet healthy. Today you will learn about smart transportation and how 
we can create greener ways of transportations. We will explore different types 
gases, the overall effect of electric cars, and green public buses!



Why Do Electric Cars Help The Environment? 

- Electric cars are helpful for the environment because they do 
not emit any carbon dioxide and tailpipe emissions 

- It costs less to charge your electric car then to fill up your gas 
car with gasoline, It costs 0.10 per KW and gas prices are 1.65 
per L

- It takes $72 to fill a 15 gallon tank
- When charging your electric car  it costs you approximately 

$3.00-4.00
- In a year you could save 700 dollars 
- reduced CO2 emissions by more than 177,758,804 kg 
- Electric vehicles cause less noise pollution



What Would Happen If Everyone In The World 
Used Electric Cars?

- CO2 emissions would reduce by 14%
- But there would be more carbon emissions by the 

battery production
- We could take the car batteries and recycle the parts of 

it that so that can be recycled and reduce the carbon 
emissions even more

- There would be an increase from power stations by an 
estimated 2%

- Car companies will  switch to all electric cars by 2035
- To reach 95 percent of the world using electric cars, it is 

estimated to take 28 years or to 2050 



Is There An Alternative To Electric Cars That Still 
Help The Environment? 

- We could make alternative fuels that do not emit any carbon dioxide 
- There is a couple of alternatives to electric cars ( bike, ebuses, scooters, 

hydrogen gas/car and hybrids)
- Here are some alternative gasses 
- 1 biodiesel 
- 2 ethanol 
- 3 hydrogen 
- Biodiesel is made from vegetable oils and used cooking oils 
- Ethanol is made from grains and then put in wet mills to create ethanol 
- Hydrogen is made from natural gas heating up and creating steam   



Are Transportation  Companies Trying To Be 
Green?

- Some public bus companies are trying to be greener by making their buses with 
alternative gasses or go fully electric 

- What is the TTC trying to do?
- The TTC has one of the largest mini-fleets of electric buses in North America
- They have also set up goals to make a zero emission bus fleet that is safe 

and reliable 
- The TTC bus fleet will be comprised of 3 greener technologies 
- The TTC wants to be 50% green vehicles by 2028-2032
- The TTC eBuses  charging doesn’t emit any carbon emissions
- They even have no tailpipe emissions



As a community we need to  
create a Greener Canada  


